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Whatever You Are, Be a Good One
2014-04-01

wise words from great minds revisit this colorful read whenever you need a pick me up or a
push to get out there and make the most of your day real simple a quote book like no other
this thought provoking collection compiles the timeless wisdom of great original minds from
marie curie to stephen king joan of arc to jack kerouac oscar wilde to harriet tubman
brilliantly hand lettered by beloved indie artist lisa congdon you ll find enlightening
insights wisdom begins in wonder socrates stirring calls to action leap and the net will
appear john burroughs and stimulating encouragements be curious not judgmental walt whitman
beautifully illuminated on every page a delightful reminder to make the most of life whatever
you are be a good one is perfect for recent graduates creative thinkers and anyone looking for
a little inspiration an impossibly charming compendium the common thread underpinning these
quotes which include such beloved luminaries as albert camus simone de beauvoir henry james
anne lamott soren kierkegaard and leo tolstoy is congdon s own sensibility about what it means
to live with kindness and integrity to cherish beauty and the creative spirit and ultimately
to be a good human being brain pickings

Hand Lettered from a to Z
2015-04-01

free period s newest coloring book presents 26 beautifully illustrated pages by lettering
artist lisa lorek each 8 x 10 page features one letter of the alphabet ranging from simple
outlines to more intricate designs so that children and adults alike can enjoy filling the
pages with color unwind clear your mind or spark your creative juices with hand lettered from
a to z an alphabet coloring book best when used with crayons colored pencils or washable
markers for inspiration search freeperiodpress to see what free period fans around the world
are creating with color

A Letter to My Mom
2015-04-07

including letters from melissa rivers shania twain will i am christy turlington and kristin
chenoweth just in time for mother s day the next book in the a letter to my series after a
letter to my dog and a letter to my cat takes on mothers with celebrities and civilians
writing letters of gratitude and admiration to the women who raised them alongside gorgeous
intimate photos

A Letter to My Cat
2014-10-28

the follow up to a letter to my dog takes on cats with celebrities writing letters of love and
gratitude to their beloved pet felines alluring elusive mysterious the cats in our lives are
not always easy to get to know but as with all pets they have unique personalities and stories
to tell alongside beautiful four color photos of their cats a letter to my cat collects
personal letters from celebrities offering love and gratitude for all that their cats bring to
their lives

Only One of Me
2022-01-20

only one of me is the product of lisa s lifelong love of writing and friendship with award
winning children s author michelle robinson the two collaborated on this tender and moving
rhyming poem with charming illustrations by catalina echeverri which is both a love letter to
lisa s own daughters and a testament to the unwavering strength of parental love a timeless
message for families facing the challenges of bereavement the only one of me project grew from
lisa s determination to leave a lasting legacy for her daughters and her desire to help other



families rally against the difficulties of loss her activities have raised thousands for
charity and huge public support through justgiving has enabled the publication of these
beautiful books sadly lisa passed away in august 2019

Lisa's Letter
1997-01-01

this stylish journal measures 6 x 9 inches and has 125 pages the interior features a title
page for you to write your name just in case you want to put your last name or a nickname to
go along with the first name on the cover each page has a date line and 25 lines for writing
with a light background of flowering plants every 10th page 12 all together is left blank for
doodles drawing or even stamping it has a glossy paperback cover for a beautiful look and feel
convenient size makes it an easy fit for backpack purse or nightstand drawer great gift for
young girls teens and women makes the perfect holiday graduation or celebration gift also a
different take on a new baby book write about important happenings as well as day to day
cuteness please type spring hill stationery into the amazon search box to see more of our
large selection of notebooks journals planners and other specialty low content books new names
are added daily to our listing of personalized low content books

Split Letter Personalized Name Journal - Lisa
2018-11-26

only one of me is the product of lisa s lifelong love of writing and friendship with award
winning children s author michelle robinson the two collaborated on this tender and moving
rhyming poem with charming illustrations by tim budgen which is both a love letter to lisa s
own daughters and a testament to the unwavering strength of parental love a timeless message
for families facing the challenges of bereavement the only one of me project grew from lisa s
determination to leave a lasting legacy for her daughters and her desire to help other
families rally against the difficulties of loss her activities have raised thousands for
charity and huge public support through justgiving has enabled the publication of these
beautiful books sadly lisa passed away in august 2019

Only One of Me
2022-01-20

on the film letter from an unknown woman including the screenplay and criticism of the motion
picture

News Letter
1968

create stunning artwork inspired by stylish typefaces of the past in this one of a kind
lettering workbook lisa quine internationally renowned illustrator and hand letterer
extraordinaire teaches you how to draw a range of old school fonts like elegant victorian chic
art deco and flowery art nouveau with helpful step by step instructions and detailed
illustrations these 20 stunning projects are printed on high quality art paper so you can draw
and practice right in the book and quickly hone your skills as you go put your hard work to
the test and make one of lisa s beautiful hand lettered quotes complete with gorgeous design
flourishes that capture the unique character of these glamorous eras create amazing treasured
art pieces inspired by the fun styles of old fashioned promotions vintage circus posters and
classic casino advertisements learn to add personalized flair to your hand lettering and make
stellar artwork full of timeless style

Letter from an Unknown Woman
1986

it s 1971 and joan dumann fears her former business partner wants her dead but her anxiety is



less about dying than it is about feeling disrespected and invalidated as she constructs a
letter about her predicament she revisits her past born into a prominent philadelphia quaker
family in 1915 and raised with privilege and opportunity joan wrestles with her turbulent
thoughts and unfulfilled desires an internal battle that often results in self destructive
tendencies when she attempts to push against the norms for women of her time in order to forge
her own identity she is met with resistance yet she might also be her own worst enemy often
alienating those who care deeply for her both manipulative and vulnerable naive and conniving
joan is like many people complex and misunderstood inspired by a letter written by the real
joan found hidden in the wall of a pennsylvania home more than half a century later this story
is a fictionalized imagining of who she was and what motivated her moving through several
decades and events from the 1918 influenza pandemic to prohibition to the great depression to
vietnam a letter in the wall examines the internal and external factors that influence one
woman s journey toward independence and empowerment

Department of State News Letter
1968

a close friend of the family is murdered emily a 16 year old teenager has a summer job at the
local police station where her father is a detective rather than working on routine office
tasks she wants to get involved in the investigation before long she is deeper involved than
she ever thought possible emily s dad supplies her with information from the crime scene and
from his conversations with people close to the case emily starts asking questions digging up
information and making her own deductions despite her good work and convincing logic her
father rejects her conclusion when she tells him whom she believes the murderer is emily
realizes that she needs actual hard evidence to convince her father by using her knowledge
about computers and by collecting more background information that might support her theory
she stumbles over the needed evidence the story intensifies when the murderer realizes that he
has been identified emily brings herself into a dangerous situation in search of the final
proof and it comes to a climax when emily uses herself as a bait to nap the murderer besides
the plot itself the book describes emily s development and growing independence when exposed
to a challenge

Vintage Hand Lettering
2020-04-07

james naremore s study of max ophuls classic 1948 melodrama letter from an unknown woman not
only pays tribute to ophuls but also discusses the backgrounds and typical styles of the film
s many contributors among them viennese author stephan zweig whose 1922 novella was the source
of the picture producer john houseman an ally of ophuls who nevertheless made questionable
changes to what ophuls had shot screenwriter howard koch music composer daniéle amfitheatrof
designers alexander golitzen and travis banton and leading actors joan fontaine and louis
jourdan whose performances were central to the film s emotional effect naremore also traces
the film s reception history from its middling box office success and mixed early reviews
exploring why it has been a work of exceptional interest to subsequent generations of both
aesthetic critics and feminist theorists lastly naremore provides an in depth critical
appreciation of the film offering nuanced appreciation of specific details of mise en scene
camera movement design sound and performances integrating this close analyses into an
overarching analysis of letter s recognition plot a trope in which the recognition of a
character s identity creates dramatic intensity or crisis naremore argues that letter s use of
recognition is one of the most powerful in hollywood cinema and contrasts it with what we find
in zweig s novella

News Letter
1969

hundreds of ready to use model letters for handling various sales situations aimed at the busy
sales rep each letter can be used as it is or can be quickly modified to suit the chapters
follow the progression of the sales cycle



A Letter in the Wall
2022-05-24

books love friendship second chances all can be found at the printed letter bookshop in the
small charming town of winsome one of madeline cullen s happiest childhood memories is of
working with her aunt maddie in the quaint and cozy printed letter bookshop but by the time
madeline inherits the shop nearly twenty years later family troubles and her own bitter losses
have hardened madeline s heart toward her once treasured aunt and the now struggling bookshop
left in her care while madeline intends to sell the shop as quickly as possible the printed
letter s two employees have other ideas reeling from a recent divorce janet finds sanctuary
within the books and the decadent window displays she creates claire though quieter than her
outspoken colleague feels equally drawn to the daily rhythms of the shop and has found a
renewed sense of purpose within its walls when madeline s professional life falls apart and a
handsome gardener upends her life she questions her plans and her future has she been too
quick to dismiss her aunt s beloved shop and even if she has the women s best efforts to save
it may be too little too late sweet contemporary romance for book lovers stand alone novel
book length 98 000 words includes discussion questions and a recommended reading list from the
author

Emily and the Arabic Letter
2001-03-27

a letter to my daughter copyright 2007 2009 by kim s all rights reserved where my first book a
letter to my son took me ten years to complete from initial conception to publication this
second book was written in only two months time it seemed to flow out of my mind faster than
my hands could type a wonderful dilemma for a writer when i wrote a letter to my daughter i
was in a positive frame of mind and i wanted to find the best way i could to express that i
also wanted to show how my mindset had evolved over the past three years to really contrast
this book with my first so where the first book dwells on dark topics like adversity and
victimization the second is focused on hope and personal accountability where the first book
cover is a pale yellow and gray colour the second is covered with all kinds of colours my
author picture on the first book is done in black and white i appear sombre in it and i m
standing alone with my back against a wall my author picture on the second book is done in
full colour i appear cheerful in it and i m surrounded by people i love of course the puzzle
also symbolizes our interconnection regardless of our individual beliefs that was the purpose
of this cover and book as a whole it is me expressing a very joyful time in my life and
sharing it with those i love it is intended as an empowering message about being true to
yourself while respecting other people s choices it s about honouring all the different
beliefs in our world and celebrating their similarities rather than belabouring their
differences

Letter from an Unknown Woman
2021-03-25

lisa wants to write to the bakery but she is afraid the baker will not listen can corduroy
help lisa speak up

The Complete Sales Letter Book
1998-03-02

ailing seventeenth and eighteenth century french men and women members of their families or
their local physician or surgeon could write to high profile physicians and surgeons seeking
expert medical advice this study the first full length examination of the practice of
consulting by letter provides a cohesive portrayal of some of the widespread ailments of
french society in the latter part of the early modern period it explores how and why changes
occurred in the relationships between those who sought and those who provided medical advice
previous studies of epistolary medical consulting have limited attention to the output of one
or two practitioners but this study uses the consultations of around 100 individual



practitioners from the mid seventeenth century to the time of the revolution to give a broad
picture of patients and physicians perceptions of illnesses and how they should be treated on
a day to day basis it makes a unique contribution to the history of medicine as no other study
has been undertaken in the consulting by letter of surgeons as opposed to physicians it is
shown that the well known disputation between physicians and surgeons tells only a part of the
history whereas in fact necessity required that these two professions had to work together for
the patients good

The Printed Letter Bookshop
2019-05-14

grandfather s letter life is not always fun is based on questions and letters from
schoolchildren life is beautiful but not always easy or fun people often encounter
difficulties big or small and sometimes even find themselves in a tragic situation but
according to dr izzy darakhovskiy the difficulties are surmountable and success is possible
reading this story the reader will find out how children from foreign countries lived during
war and peace times how different their childhoods were from american children s way of living
activities interests motivations and culture dr darakhovskiy shows how important it is for
children to have a goal in life and how they have to act on a daily basis in order to achieve
it life is not always the same people cannot choose a time or place to be born but they can
choose how to fill the time in order to have a successful and interesting life in different
situations the text is serious or light hearted the text and illustrations add funny touches
izyaslav izzy darakhovskiy a ukrainian born professor of economics is the author of nine books
in english and russian he has lived under three of the most powerful countries of the 20th
century nazi germany soviet union russia and democratic usa he has been a slave laborer farmer
soldier businessman scientist and author at age 57 he and his family immigrated to the usa
although he spoke several languages english was not one of them he worked hard and in eight
years completed his first book in english a language he thought he would never learn
darakhovskiy has wide and unique life experiences and a lot to share with children in this
unique personal story the reader will discover a new culture and view a way of life very
different from american lifestyle look carefully through grandfather s eyes to find out the
secrets for making your own life successful kenneth cauthen author of twenty books

A Letter to My Daughter
2009-12-21

a creative workbook including hand lettering guide sheets coloring pages reflective journal
prompts and pages

Corduroy Writes a Letter
2021

a letter from sheri is a story inspired by the 1986 california serial killer murders executed
by charles ng and leonard lake i began writing a book in 2001 about how it felt to be adopted
as a child i was led to believe that my biological mother was murdered by my biological father
when i was a teenager i dove deep into a seemingly endless search that spanned a decade
searching for answers as an adult my biological aunt found me and confirmed that my mother had
been a victim of the calaveras county california charles ng and leonard lake serial killings
in 1985 after reaching out to the since retired detective on her case he sent me an eleven
page letter written by my mom that had somehow been gleaned from a sea of evidence left at the
crime scene it answered almost every question that i had after learning everything through her
letter my biological father and my adoption files i finally concluded that she never had a
voice or a chance in life my attempt to become her voice gave way to a passion to tell a whole
new story a story once about my search for answers as an adoptee had been transformed to the
harrowing story of a victim a letter from sheri the details accounted in the letter tell the
story of a life of trauma that started at an early age and culminates with sheri s life in the
hands of ruthless serial killers when she took her last breath



Medical Consulting by Letter in France, 1665–1789
2016-04-29

it is one of the worst feelings in the world to realize that your mother can no longer take
care of herself this was the revelation lisa r hirsch came to eight years ago when she visited
her normally ambitious and efficient mother and discovered that she was already succumbing to
alzheimer s disease as lisa recounts in her previous book my mom my hero she and her brother
had to cope with a number of conflicting feelings about this turn of events in her
inspirational follow up lisa uses diary entries as a concept to catalogue the moments of joy
that she could still share with her mother lisa did all she could to keep her mother s mind
active including spelling quizzes over the phone and gentle reminders about the important
moments in her life at the same time lisa was forced to step up and become a caregiver
advocate for her mother as lisa recalls the difficult medical decisions she was forced to make
and the techniques she used to organize her mother s care her words speak directly to anyone
coping with caring for a loved one with chronic illness

Grandfather's Letter: Life Is Not Always Fun
2010-09-14

the letter book shows what a valuable tool letters are for promoting classroom community
learning of content understanding of genres and literacy in general

Creative Lettering Journal
2016-09-24

from 1874 to 1882 john singer sargent 1856 1925 produced more than 200 paintings and water
colours aside from portraiture that chart his development as an artist the breadth of his
achievement includes figures in landscape settings architectural studies seascapes subject
paintings and studies after old masters from his powerful studies of models in paris in the
mid 1870s to his compelling paintings set in venice in the early 1880s the works published in
this volume of the catalogue raisonne show the variety of his aesthetic responses working in
the studio and en plein air sargent travelled widely during the eight years covered in this
volume painting in paris brittany capri spain north africa and venice this is the first time
that sargent s early work has been mapped so comprehensively with very few exceptions this
book illustrates all the pictures under discussion in colour each painting including several
which have never been published before is documented in depth with full provenance exhibition
history and bibliography original research of primary documents and on site investigations
uncovered much new information presented in critical discussions of subject matter dating
style and significance in the artist s career the volume reproduces a wealth of sargent s
preliminary and related drawings and of comparative works by other artists book jacket

A Letter from Sheri
2022-05-25

the collection contains the metro goldwyn mayer corporation dialogue cutting continuity
scripts arranged chronologically by production date each script provides a cut by cut
description of all camera shots including the movement of camera and actors within shot
dialogue spoken within the shot subtitle in and out times and calculated duration

Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board
1995

from the author of mental toughness training for sports comes a collection of columns written
for world tennis magazine on playing the mental game
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